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Information needed for Hebrew texts

If you will be ordering a Hebrew text for your ketubah, there is some information I will need from you before I can start work on your ketubah. Please be 
sure to contact your rabbi or officiant if you need help.

Why do you need to know all this?

I need this information to accurately complete the Hebrew text with your names, the location, and the date of the wedding. I need to know your 
parents’ Hebrew names because the Hebrew text in a ketubah follows the Jewish tradition for writing your names, combining your Hebrew name with 
the names of your parents (e.g. Jacob ben Joseph v’Hannah, which translates as “Jacob son of Joseph and Hannah”).  Knowing the wedding time lets me 
know the correct date on the Jewish calendar.

We need to ask some of the more personal questions so that we can add the traditional honorifics to the members of your family. For example, if 
someone has passed away, the initials Z”L are added to their Hebrew name, which means “zichron livracha” or “may their memory be a blessing”.

What if someone does not have a Hebrew name?

If someone does not have a Hebrew name, just provide their first name in English. We will then write their name phonetically using Hebrew characters.

This is not an order for a ketubah! You must order your ketubah at www.modernketubah.com.

Date ketubah was ordered  ___________________________________

Bride’s Name  ______________________________________________  Groom’s Name  _______________________________________________

Location (City, State)  _________________________________________  

Wedding Date  ______________________________________________  Wedding Time      Before Sunset       After Sunset

Your Hebrew Names and Information
Print all Hebrew in large block letters — no cursive writing please.

 Written phonetically (e.g. DAVID )  Written in Hebrew characters ( e.g. בקעי )

Groom  _________________________________  ________________________________________

Groom’s Father _________________________________  ________________________________________   Levi    Cohen   Deceased

Groom’s Mother _________________________________  ________________________________________   Deceased

Bride _________________________________  ________________________________________  

Bride’s Father _________________________________  ________________________________________   Levi    Cohen   Deceased 

Bride’s Mother _________________________________  ________________________________________   Deceased

For Conservative/Orthodox texts, I need to know a little more about the bride.     First Marriage      Divorced      Widowed      Converted

Please send this information to Modern Ketubah 

Send by email to contact@modernketubah.com, or fax to 815-301-8836.


